The Discovery Space is a powerful learning environment where adults and children play together.

We are advocates for an evidence-based belief that play is an essential part of a child’s healthy growth and development.

Our purpose-built experiences allow adults to participate in their child’s play, creating deeper learning, lasting bonds and joyful memories.

Please join us in creating a community of learning - a place to explore, discover, learn and unleash potential!

SAFETY AND COMFORT

We ask that you actively supervise your children, knowing where they are at all times. You know your child best – if something seems too challenging it may be better to explore another adventure.

If you or your child is sick, particularly with a contagious illness please postpone your visit until you are feeling better.

Industry experts and children were consulted on our design. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions please speak with one of our Discovery Space Team (the ones in the black t-shirts) or use our feedback forms located at the exit.

When you leave the Discovery Space please be aware that while UOW is a wonderful campus to explore, supervision is required at all times. Potential hazards include roads, car parks, watercourses and stairs.

Contact
Early Start Discovery Space
University of Wollongong
NSW 2522
T: 02 4221 3777
E: discovery-space@uow.edu.au
W: earlystartdiscoveryspace.edu.au
1. Stay together, play together – children and adults must supervise each other at all times.

2. Respect the equipment, be gentle, share and return items after you have finished.

3. Eat and snack outside in the Discovery Gardens only.

4. Inside voices – this building has many uses with people teaching, learning and studying.

5. Walking feet – Please don't run, and keep your shoes on.

6. Have Fun!